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We had another well-attended meeting on April 1
(approximately 45 people there). Four new
members signed up, and one from last year
renewed his membership.
BUSINESS:
I: Future

meetin~s:

1. The membership was asked about interest in a
presentation by a representative from Praxair on
gases used to dispense beer, including details of the
system used by Wild Rose to generate Nitrogen
from air. A significant majority were in favour of
this, and Dave has already put the wheels in motion
to have this presentation in the near future (possibly
as early as our May meeting)
2. Jennifer Seaton asked if we could have vegetable
beers featured as the theme for one of our meetings.
The executive will take steps to schedule this at our
next executive meeting.
II: Glassware: fezz will endeavour to have some
suggestions for styles of club glasses available for
the consideration of the membership at the May
meeting.
III: Business cards: fezz and Darren will try to
place a template for business cards in a printable
format on our website (with clear instructions

Editor at Large : Michael Nazarec

telling exactly how to use them), so that any
members who want cards can easily print their

Official Photographer: Neil Bamford

own.

BEER TASTING:
Our April meeting theme was fruit beers, and an
o
enaaain
b
0 presentation on these sty les was ably given by
I::)

fezz. This group covers a wide range of different beers
related only by the inclusion of fruit in the recipe, from
sour Belgian Iambics, to sweet and full-bodied
dessert-like beverages, to dry and astringent stouts and
porters. We tried three commercial examples and two
home-brewed beers provided by members:
1. Bruised Stout (Jarret Hoebers). This beer was a

gold medal winner at our recent Homebrew Roundup.
It is a pleasant, slightly dry, classic stout, with added

blueberries, blackberries, and raspberries (purchased
fresh, then frozen), The raspberries are the most
dominant fruit in the flavour.
2. Cannery Blackberry Porter: A full-bodied porter
with an intense blackberry (blueberry-like) aroma and
flavour. The refreshing, fruity flavours seem to hide the
relatively high (6.5%) alcohol content.
Semi-sweet chocolate went well with the above two
beers.

3. Verboten Vrllcht: A sour red Belgian ale,
brewed by fezz, which won a bronze at our
homebrew roundup in the specialty category. It
is somewhat sour, with a crisp mouthfeel,
prominent raspberry aroma and flavour, and
some Belgian phenolic character from the yeast
This was paired with Oka cheese, a smooth,
creamy cheese from Quebec with an earthy
flavour similar to Limburger cheese.
4. Dog Fish Head Aprihop: This 7% abv lager
from Delaware has a unique and beautiful bright
amber/yellow colour. It is dry, with an astringent
hoppiness and a distinct, but not sweet, apricot
flavour. It was served with a dry, crumbly
Cheshire cheese.
5. Floris Krieke Lambie: From the very large
Huyghe Brewery in Ghent, Belgium comes this
very bright beer. A cherry red pour reveals a
sweet nose, effervescent body, some malt, but
oherries, almost medicinal, jump to the fore,
astringent sourness creeps in from the back porch
in the finish.

April 14, 2009
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IV. BUSINESS CARDS: Jared Lalonde has offered to print
business cards for our club at no cost and bring them to t'he

Execu ive Mee in
1'W1II

tes

The Executive met at Wild Rose on April 14/09.
Present were: Darren Bender, Corey Clayton, Jarret Hoebers,
Micbael Nazarec, Dave Neilly, Brian Read, and Hans Yodzis.

l. GOLF DAY: Jarret gave us a spreadsheet containing several
suggestions for a venue, with costs, extras included, etc. for
eacb.
We would need 36 - 40 participants to set this up as a
toumament, thus availing ourselves of the offers for discounts,
a meal included. etc. If we had 72 participants, we could obtain
an even better deal. as this would allow us to book the whole
course, ,'vjth a shotgun start (Everyone begins simultaneously,
with a group On each hole). In most cases, golf club rentals are
provided free for a tournament.
We considered asking Wild Rose if they would like to
participate with the Yeast Wranglers (e.g: Staff, Regulars,
etc.), in order to get the numbers up to about 72.

DAVE \vill talk t:o Tina about t'his to see if Wild Rose is
interested. He will also ask her if Wild Rose has any interest in
sponsoring the tournament, possibly by providing beer to the
course to be sold at the tournament, with a view to possibly
gaining the golf course as a Wild Rose customer.
The dates suggested for the golf day were September 18 or 19,
and the venues suggested were Tumer Valley or Speargrass.

JARRET wiJI do a survey orthe membership, through our
membership list, to determine the level of interest and the
preferred date, by sending the survey questions to DARREN
for distribution.

next meeting. We will see how many we can get from him at
the next meeting, then detennine whether it: is still desirable to
put the card design on the website in a printable form, as we
had intended to.

V. WILl) ROSE WORT CHALLENGE: lfwe do this again
this year. we will aim for a date in early or mid-June, after our

Jun~ m~tillg. We will charge $20 for one carboy, regardless of
exactly how many titers are dispensed, and members will be
asked to bring in a sanitized carboy, with the desired flU line
marked on it. Dave suggested using the Kolsch wort this year,
He would need to bave all participants signed up by the
beginning of June (at least I week in advance), so that he can
expand the brew to accommodate us. DAVE will talk to Mike
Tymchuk to detennine whether he is willing to do this again.

VI. JULY MEETING: We decided to hold it, on July 8, not
July I, to avoi,d having it on Canada Day.

vn. HOP RHIZOMES: Hans suggested that we work out a
method t:o allo,'" any members who have extra hop shoots to
share them. with others who wish to plant them. Jolm Hul.me is
familiar with methods for propagating. hops. BRIAN will ask
John if he wishes to give a brief (5 minor less) presentation on
how to do this at our May meeting.

VDI. SHARE}) YEAST STARTERS: HANS has researched
and written an article (see Page 10) for the newsletter telling
how to save the yeast from one batch of beer to start another,
and will also send it to the Yeast Wranglers membership, with
a view to encouraging members to coordinate their efforts to
make sharing of yeasts possible.

lX. MEETING SCHEDULE GOING FORWARD: Our
beer style themes and discussion topics are plalUled up to
August 2009. After August, we need suggestions for topics.

II. BAR-B-Q: Saturday, JWle 27 was suggested as the date.

X. BEER TASTlNGS: Darren suggested that we need to

fezz offered to host it at his place again. There will be a sign

incorporate som.e explanation of the style being tasted at each
meeting, including visual aids (such as the posters with specs,

up sheet on our website.

on it that we had used previously). We agreed and will

Ill. GLASSWARE: Hans suggested t'hat glassware can be
ordered

all

demand. with any logo we wish
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it from

cafel)ress.com. DARREN is also aware of other URLs that
offer tbis service, and will email them to feu:. For now, fe'zz is
working with Glass Print Ltd, on prices& quantities The
infonuation wiJI be on our website to look at.

endeavour to include this in the future.
XI. IRON BREWER: This is a concept where identical
packages of grain and hops are put together and given to
participants to use to brew, without the contents being known
until the packages are opened on brew day.

The challenge is to design a recipe on the spot, then brew
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it. We discussed combining in teams of a novice and an
experienced brewer to do this, possibly including one
special ingredient that must be used, combining it with
our next competition. We will keep this in mind for
further planning and discussion.
XII NON-PROFIT SOCIETY: Corey suggested we
consider making our club a non-profit society in order to
protect ourselves individually from liability resulting
from any of our activities and to make us eligible for
grants that some companies make available for this.

Your 2009 CowTown Yeast WR2ngler Executive: L to R

COREY was to get more details on what this would

Darren Bender, Corey Clayton, Brian Read, Clare Stanfield,

involve, and has already done so - see email you received
from Corey)

Michael Nazarec, Dave Neilly, Hans Yodzis

COMING UP

XI I I. BJCP: Darren suggested that, if we have a c1 ub
only homebrew competition in early November, we
arrange for people who have taken the BJCP course to be
teamed up with certified judges to judge in this
competition, thus gaining some experience before taking
the exam.

MID-JUNE: actual date TBA, 2nd Annual Club-Only
Wild Rose WOl't Challenge Competition
SATURDAY, JUNE 27: Bocce & Bar-B-Q
CTYW Year-End Party at feu's place
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19 : first ever

XIV. EXECUTIVE AND ELECTIONS: The

CTYW / WR Golf Tournament at Speargrass

possibility of holding elections for executive positions
was discussed. The consensus was that, at the present
time, this is not necessary, as we believe that anyone who
wishes to participate would feel free to step forward and
volunteer. A position that we perhaps need to designate
and fill is Competition Director. This would entail
overseeing and organizing our ovm competitions, as well
as getting our club members to enter other competitions
and shipping beer to them. Corey has been doing this, by
default, up to now, and is willing to continue to do it for
the present.
We agreed that EVERYONE ON THE EXECUTIVE
at the present time will write a detailed description of
what their position entails, with a view to being ready to
fill the positions that become available or to organizing
elections when they are considered necessary.

Brian Read

Sure, Ilove 'Super Bock too, but you
didn't have to fly to Portuga~ and drink
the country's entire supply!
Man. have Igot a
super hangover!
\
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Patio Beers
After the long, cold and exceptionally snowy winter, many
Calgarians are looking forward to some patio time in the warm
sun! So, we asked a few pub goers what their absolute favourite
patio beers are and when, why & where to have them.
Rod Flavell: "An unfiltered wheat
beer with a slice of lemon is
best, but I do like an ice cold
Kronenburg from time to time."
Dennis Southgate:

"Sitting on the

beach in Cuba with a Bucanero."
Dave Neilly:

"The best summer beer

I've ever had was Sodbuster Brown
Ale from Bushwakkers in Regina.
Hard to beat on a hot Saskatchewan
summer night."
Hans Yodzis: "The one that hits
the spot. It's a beautiful day and
you've got a powerful thirst. The
first taste washes away the day
clean with a rush of glee and a
crisp finish!"
Brian Read: "Pink Velvet, it's
crisp, refreshing and healthy."

(WR WRaspberry & Velvet Fog blend)
Neil Bamford: "Light & crispy
rules the patio beers for me. I
call them 'Quick Quaffers',
Heineken & Stella fit the bill."
"It's tough to
beat a tall cold glass of Blanche

Michael Nazarec:

de Chambly when enjoying a patio
with friends in the heat of the
summer. So bubbly and refreshing.
Maybe a few glasses!"
Brad Smith & Dave McCluskey:
"Alley :£<at Full Moon Pale Ale on
tap on the rooftop patio of the
Black Dog in Edmonton during the
summer Fringe Festival.

Ted:

"The Velvet Fog from Wild

Rose. Or any beer worth drinking
is more satisfying while sitting
in the sun."
Lori Neilly: "My favourite beer is
a beer Dave made for me called
Lori's Wit. It was light and
flavourful, an orange-y, spicy
Hoegaarten type of beer, only

better!"
Joy Ashford: "Now, to me white
beer tastes best on a patio on a
warm spring or summer day. It is
an easy beer to drink (I prefer
sans fruit, sorry orange lovers),
and it's an easy beer to drink 12

of ... Keith's unveiled their
Alexander Keith's Premium White
this spring and my first sample
was from a case a friend brought
home. Fortunately, he brought home
two cases and both were gone by
the end of the evening. Cloudy in
the glass, crisp tasting on your
lips ... discover what refreshing
tastes like. Slainte mhath!"

A ran K*, 31K Ahout ru~t ~eer
h~ rnich~el "~L~reC

Always buy fresh fruit in season. There is no

Many people have asked: what kind offruit can I
use in my beer?

point doing a raspberry beer when the onlly
raspberries available alie the dry, hot house

"Any fruit that is fit for human consumption may

variety. Berries can be expensive e·ven in

be used in flavouring beer. Some lend a more

summer, so buy the best (quality vs. pri'ce) when

favourable character than others. Fruits are very

you see them and then freeze them if you are

rarely used in flavouring commercially brewed

not 'going to brew right away. Use a vacuum

beers, although those that do are quite

seal syst,em and your fresh truit can last for

distinctively pleasant. The most well known
fruit-flavoured beers come from Belgium and are

months in your freezer.
Fructose and other fermentablle sugars do

fermented with cherries, raspberries, peaches or
currants."

contribute to youli gravity, blJt generally
speaking, a regul'ar ale yeast will ferment only a

Charlie Papazian "The New Complete Joy of

sma'il percentage, t'hen leave the rest to

Home Brewing" 1991

contribute to the flavour and aroma profiles. Wild

Now, a lot has changed over the years. More

yeasts and bacteria, however, given time, will

com m elic~al breweri es tn a 11 ever before are

ferm ent just abOlJt everythi11 g, so yo l!If in itial

producing fruit beers for

a wider market Some

acidity can be limportant. High acidity fruits with

are exceptionall and unique, while others are

malic add create a 'malolactic secondary

made with syrups and are marketed too young

fermentation' when mixed with the initilal wort.

and sweet. Homebrewers should be able to

This is good! Also good to know, the sugar

strive for the exceptional and lJniiql.le, and brew

content of fruit increases as it matures on the

creative, well ha~anced and interesNng fruit

vine, while the acidity decreases.

beers.
,I

I tend to Ii'ke brewing Lambics and otber w.illd

ACID

TANNINS

FRUIT

SUGAR

ACIDITY

Apricot

medium

high

malic

high

Currants

medium

very high

citric

high

Cherry

high

high

malic

medium

Grape

high

medium

malic

medfhjgh

Peach

medium

medium

malic

high

Raspberry

low

high

citric

medium

Strawberry

low

high

citric

low

TYPE

yeast/sour styles (Oud BrUin, FI18nders Red),
though one needs pat~ence for these humble

i

brews, as they can take as long as two years to
mature properly. Then you need to blend them!
So, whether you are shooting for a long-aged
sour beer or a fresh Keg of seasonal] fruit beer
I

for a hot summer day, here are some things to
cons:ider when choosing fruit for your 'brew :

i
i

- freshness of the fruit
- sugar cOhtel1t, as in fermel1ta'bles
- acidity ahd the type of aci'd
- tannins

I

The trick then, of course, is to balance the beer
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If you're going for a single temperature mash,

you're making. Too young a fruit, not enough

go with what works for you, but be aware these

sugar, perhaps too acidic. One must find that

beers are generally mashed at slightly higher

perfect symmetry between a fruity sweetness,

tem peratu res.

acidity and the maltiness of the wort.

Boil the wort, add low alpha hops (between 10

Unbalanced beers can often be too aggressive.

and 20 Bitterness Units is what to aim for) early
in the boil. Some brewers will boil their wort for

Fruit beers do not generally use many hops. In

up to 2 hours. Cool, inoculate with

fact, Belgian Iambics are famous for using only

Saccharomyces cerevisiae and ferment at 64 F

3 year old plus, yellowed hops (from sitting in

for about one week.

the sun) with low alpha values, but rather
cheesy in other respects. These hops are for

While the beer is in primary fermentation, you

their preservative aspects only. You don't want

need to be preparing your next yeast. I've often

bitterness to become another factor fighting the

used and have had good results with the

fruit for dominance.

Wyeast lines. Try starting with Wyeast 1278

In sour beers, the perceived dryness of the brew

Belgian Lambie Blend. Smack start this puppy

comes from the tannins of the fruit, not from the

and time it to match the transfer into secondary.

hops themselves, so a high tannin fruit in a beer

Before you transfer, however, you must prepare

that is highly attenuated can have a very dry

your fruit. Take it out of the freezer, thaw and

finish.

mash it up. If it's fresh, clean it and put in a big
pot where you can crush the fruit, breaking the

So, you want to brew a sour fruit beer?

skins and creating a puree if you can.

Here's what to do:

Pasteurize the fruit, but DO NOT BOIL. Simmer

Start by brewing a basic batch of ale. Try using

the mixture at 150 - 160 F for 15 to 20 minutes.

about 30% wheat (malted or not) and 70% pale

Add the fruit to a clean carboy, syphon the

barley malt in your grain bill. Or, if you're not a

primary over it, adding your Lambie Blend.

grain brewer, just use a light ale type extract

If you want to get really involved you can

plus some dry wheat malt extract. Aim for a

inoculate at this point with a Pediocoecus

starting gravity of 1.050 to finish at 1.010.

(Wyeast 5733) culture, adding a

You can get fancy and do a step-infusion or a

Brettanomyees (Wyeast 5526) after three

pseudo-decoction mash: starting at 142 F/61 C

weeks. Let sit for an additional three weeks to

for 20 minutes, then increasing 2 degrees every

three months, then rack off of the fruit into a

5 minutes until you reach 158 FnO C, hold for

tertiary carboy. You can let this age for up to a

30 minutes, finally mashing off at 170 Fn6 C.

year. Or longer. It takes that long for the wild

Lauter with 174 F/80 C sparging water. It's a lot

yeasts & bacteria to go through their cycles.

of work.

i

LAMBie: Unlike conventional ales and lagers, wbich are fermented by carefully cultivated strains of
brewer's yeasts, Lam .~ beer is instead produced by spontaneous fermentatjon: it is exposed to the
wild yeasts and bacteria that are said to be native to the Senne Valley (the Payottenland region of
Belgium) in which Brussels lies. It is an unusual process which gives the beer it's distinetive flavour:
dry, vinous, cidery, witR slightly' SQur aftertastes.
Wikipedia.org

Before you can bottle your wonderful creation ,
however, you must brew again. Another batch
low in hops, light in colour; to eventually mix
with your year old fruit beer. You can add the
same fruit to the secondary of this fresh batch
if you like, or not. I generally don't add any
more yeast at this point (wild or otherwise),
though I will add some more fruit. Make the
secondary relatively normal in length - 2 to 3
weeks. What you get then, when this beer is
fermented and ready to bottle, is a fresh and
hopefully effervescent beer to blend with the
sour and rather still Iambic - and herein lies the
secret of Iambics - how much of one vs. the
other? To your taste, really. Real Iambic cellar
masters can sometimes blend up to five
different brews they have on hand, some up to
three years old, to come up with their world
renowned specialty beers. It's an art, and those
secrets are held close. So, experiment! That
really is what homebrewing is all about. What I
have described here is just a jumping off point.
This type of brewing is wide, diverse and
rewarding for those with the interest and the
patience. Go the distance!
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Award Winning
Rasp rry Lambie Recipe
Grain Bill:

6 Ibs 2-Row
41bs Wheat

Note: add Y2 tsp Lactic Acid to Mash water
add Y2 tsp Lactic Acid to Sparge water
Mash @ 148 F for 60 min
Sparge and collect 20 liters
Add 150 gm Light Dry Malt Extract
Boil 1 oz Hersbrucker Pellets (2.8%) 60 mins.
Reduce to 18 liters.
Cool to room temperature, transfer to clean carboy,
inoculate with Saccharomyces Cerevisiae
KI-V1116.

Original Gravity

1.040

=

Ferment for 6 days.
Specific Gravity

=

1.002

On Day 7 prepare 10 Ibs offrozen raspberries
(puree, heat to 150 F for 20 minutes) then transfer
to clean carboy.
Transfer first carboy into 2nd carboy, adding a
prestarted package of Wyeast Lambie Blend #3278
Allow to referment for 4 months.
Transfer off of yeast and into a clean carboy and

Once bottled, these beers will continue to age,
maturing with the wild yeasts within. A year in
the bottle is probably a good time to wait, if you
can.

Michael Nazarec

allow to mature for 6 months.
*Brew a new 18 liter batch of beer using the same
grain bill, 1/2 the fruit and NO Iambic yeast. When
fermented and transferred off of the fruit (3 weeks)
blend this beer with the aged Raspberry Lambie and
prime with 1 cup of DMX.
Bottle and put away at the very back of your cellar,

Acknowledgements:
Lambie by Jean-Xavier Guinard
Wild Brews: Beer Beyond the Influence of
Brewer's Yeast by Jeff Sparrow.
The New Complete Joy of Home Brewing by
Charlie Papazian

out of sight - out of mind.
Let age in the bottle 10 months.
The result was very tart and fruity; an aromatic and
effervescent pink-headed brew, with a balanced
sourness against some maltiness. Light in body,
smooth palate, big raspberry notes, somewhat
vinous mouthfeel with an acidic and pleasantly dry
finish.

Michael Nazarec

Beer is like sourdough bread. You score
some yeast, nurture it to strength, get some
grain and bake a loaf, keep some yeast, make
it strong, bake a loaf. Some strains have been
around for eons, handed down from the stars
through
generations by lovely and kind
grandmothers sharing the
cultural
wisdom and
knowledge of time
immemorial. Beer is
the same, and some
grandmas make a
righteous pint.

Often the first thing that comes to

Here's the Simple Way:
Rack off your primary, le.aving the sludge on

starting a brew is yer malt and hops.

the bottom of the carboy behind.

a lot to do with it and you love your hop
yeast steps in quickly:

That sludge (yeast cake) is the glimmering
otential beginning of your Living Yeast Bank.

--:Iii. . . .

If you brew weekl,y, you can toss fresh wort
right on top of last week's primary fermentation
sludge and yer fermentin'. Just keep it clean.
People often use this technique to get really
prolific yeast
cutures for brewing
big m I
high

-:;;.r.~~.ji~j-~~COhOI

But what if your Brit pale ale supply got raided

Make extra bottles to share with your friends!

over the weekend?
The onlly yeast you have is last week's cloudy
sixteen-century-old fruity wheat al1d blJlgar
Ottoman Empire swamp-grog with prune sauce
and Ikumquat experiment. That won't cut it for a
nioe clean English ale with gentle biscuit
character, yeasty hints of pear and subtle hop
accents.
When yer ready, loosen the cap and slowllY
Shoulda saved some of the yeast from that
batch of 1923-era Barkley Perkins Draught Ale
that turned out so well. ...

bring it up to tempe:ratme and culture the yeast
with a starter to lovingl1y restore it back to full
production level and pitch into yer next batch.
That's all there is to it.
As with all brewing, the whole key here

~s

consistency and cleanliness. Don't save yeast
from a bad batch or one that didn't get'the full
sanitization program. Make sure you're sanitary
- you want to propagate great yeast, not sad
off-flavours and cleaning products. StarSan
Start living cheap and easy with a Cheap and

breaks down into yeast food so it pretty much

Easy Living Yeast Bank.

rules the roost for this application. Put some in
a spray bottle for instant and simple appl,ication

Swirl the carboy arol;lnd and pour the yeast

anytime, anywhere.

sludge al,ong with some freshly fermented beer
into a steril'e bottle. You can use an airlock to

Yeast stored on beer in a sealed bottle in the

protect your budding yeast colony from nasties,

fridge will keep for quite some time. Two weeks

or a loose fitting lid. This way the C02

is safe. I've easily revived mOl1th-old yeasts to

dissipates and doesn't carbonate the yeast's

get raging starters and friends have even done

living space.

it after several months. You can store and
revive a yeast strain for severall generations

Store it in the fridge to slow down the yeasties

without problem. Three generat1ions should be

(encourage it to go dormant). Avoid freezing as

pretty safe.

the crystalized water will slice open the little
yeast cells. With a pressure-capable bottle you

Note that with such alchemic and mystical

can safely cap it after a few days at cold

entities as yeast beasties, there are no hard

temperatures, once the yeast has stopped

rules in terms of the exact amount of time in

producing C02. For example just tighten the

the fridge or number of generations it will

screw top boWe cap after a few days.

remain viable. It could vary from strain to

strain as some might be more delicate or feeling
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testy about the way they've been treated. Yeast
does not need oxygen to survive (it does to
thrive) and in the absense of food and warmth it
will basically hibernate until conditions change.
This is loosely what we're mimicking here. Yeast
is built to survive; it's been so since the dawn of
life on earth.
Generally if you have some heavy duty brew
that completely maxes a yeast's ability to survive
in a hell-bath of outrageously high alcohol, there
might not be too many little guys left to keep
around for later. They'd be like the walking
wounded. Might as well give 'em a break and
start fresh. Keeping some horror-black stout
around to pitch into a fluffy blonde summer ale
might not work out so well either.

So fret not and live your human history to the
fullest - the literal beginning of grain cultivation
in Kurdistan 10,000 BCE, the white and the red
beer guilds of medieval times, the monks in
giant stone abbeys meticulously and madly
crafting ever more intricate techniques inspired
by illumination with a choral sound track, the
wild hordes of Picts rampaging across the
glades and dales of Northern England besotten

Normally you want to save your lighter colour
and lighter gravity yeast cakes.

high on heather ale - who's last king watched
his only son flung off a cliff by the Celts rather
than give up the secret of its making - or the
golden-haired viking women of Valhalla
hollowing out logs for mash tuns in that
magnificent place where beer always flows and
the party never ends for mighty deceased
warriors - and the most ancient and mysterious
of them all, the Egyptians, whose man-god

It's all part of the ancient beauty of the brew

pharaohs 4000 years ago were sent to the

craft, and humans have essentially been doing

ever-after in the largest structures known to

some variation of this technique for thousands of

mankind accompanied by a fine pint of beer.

years. (Well, it wasn't until Louis Pasteur proved
that alcoholic fermentation was conducted by

Indeed, save that yeast and make sure to

living yeasts in 1857 and Emil Christian Hansen

spread it amongst your tribe so that all may

subsequently identified and cultured top

prosper and brew good beer.

fermenting and bottom fermenting types that
brewers consciously keyed in on yeast itself.
Before then it was devine, magical and
mysterious, shrouded in speculative theory,
superstition and awsome power.)

-Cheers!

Hans Yodzis

David Nuttal

May Minutes
and
Tasting Notes

we tasted in

We had a great turnout on May 6 - 50 people,

order of

including some new & returning members and

hoppiness -

a few first time drop-ins. All attending were first

from least

treated to a wonderful presentation by Mark

hoppy to most

Wallace & Dennis Chapman from Praxair.

puckering.

brought 10
different
beers from
Stone
Brewing that

Mark gave an in depth talk on C02, including

The tasting went something like this:

charts & graphs, in which he not only

Mermaid's Red (5.7%)

described how C02 is used to carbonate and

Islander IPA (7.5%)

deliver beer on tap, but also on its effect on

Stone Pale Ale (5.4%) 41 IBU

flavour, aroma & presentation. Mark also

Smoked Porter (5.9%) 53 IBU

touched on Beer Gas mixtures, on how

Ale Smith (7.25%) 70 IBU

Nitrogen is used, its effect on pouring, how it's

Stone IPA (6.9%) 77 IBU

mixed with C02 and derived on site at many

Arrogant Bastard (7.2%) 80 IBU

microbreweries.

XI Anniversary Ale (8.7%) 80+ IBU
Ruination (7.7%) 100+ IBU
Double Arrogant Bastard (10.5%) 120 IBU
All in all, an amazing array of hoppiness !
Much thanks to Brian Read, who stepped up
to the plate (no pun intended) as Clare
Stanfield was away, and provided some tasty
tidbits to relieve our palates between tastings

There were many questions and a short break,

of the wonderful Stone brews. At home in his

before David Nuttal presented the great stash

kitchen, Brian made a pumpernickel dark rye

of beers he brought for us to taste from the

bread, with caraway seeds, fresh sage and

Stone Brewing Company of Escondldo, San

rosemary and a tasty pastry-encrusted pork

Diego County, California.

pie. He also offered up a delicious sausage

David gave an informative talk describing the

(his Grandmother's secret recipe).

San Diego beer scene compared to Calgary's.

Other club business included a decision to go

Two cities of similar size population wise, but

ahead and order Club glassware. fezz will

while Calgary counts only 3 brewpubs &

re-design the logo to go on 6 dozen 14 oz. and

microbreweries, San Diego is booming with as

6 dozen 22 oz. pint glasses. These will be sold

many as 30. Look for David's excellent

at an approximate cost of $5 + each -

presentation turned into a more expansive

fiirst-come, first-serve when ready.

article in our next newsletter.

MN
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Whether you are there on a day full of summer wannth or one chilled by winter's
constant drizzle, downtown Vancouver is an easy place to get around, and has many a place
to rest your weary feet and quench your thirst.

1

Start out with a light lunch at the Dockside. This restaurantlhotel brewery is

located on Granville Island and offers 8 house made brews, mostly lagers, and a
delicious Hefeweizen and a lightly hopped Pale Ale to go along with some
wonderful seafood fare. Grab a table on their large patio overlooking the water,
or one inside by one of the aquariums. This is a good place to start our tour.

2

After lunch, wander past floating houses, the Emily Carr School of

Fine Arts and many wonderful galleries and boutiques. No trip to
Vancouver would be complete without visiting the famous Granville
Island Market - before OR after you visit the famous Granville Island
Brewery. Opened in 1984, Granville Island established themselves as
one of the fi rst breweries to create a long line of well crafted beers that
found a niche not only locally, but nation wide. They bottle 7 beers plus a
varying seasonal - this past winter's Winter Ale was exceptional.
Enjoy the Tasting Room, perhaps even go for the brewery tour, then you'll be ready
for the next part of our adventure. After leaving the brewery, wander through or past
the Granville Island Market until you find yourself by the water, where ramps lead
down to where the foot ferries quickly come and go. I believe it's $3 one way, but you
can buy returns and books of tickets if you like. These speedy little boats stop all along
False Creek, from the Maritime Museum to The Plaza of Nations. Make sure you get
on the one going to Yaletown, just ask the driver. Wander up the street past
many tall condo towers, cross Pacific Blvd. and enter into Yaletown proper.
This is an old warehouse district of narrow streets, now crammed with
restaurants, boutiques, cafes, galleries and, at the corner of Mainland and
Helmcken, you'll find the Yaletown Brewery Restaurant.

3

One side cozy pub, one side large, bright restaurant with wrap-around patio.
They have a number of beers on tap (and you can take home growlers!) with
occasional seasonals and specialties. Had a lovingly smooth Irish Stout while
I warmed up in front of the pubside fireplace one rainy afternoon. Perfect.

4

Next, find your way to Smithe and Beatty, from where you can see the Dix

marquee just up the street. Dix is famous for their slow cooked Southern Bar-B-Q,
as in brisket, pulled pork and wings. They also have at least 6 beers on tap. If you
are lucky, they may have a cask sitting on the bar, serving up one of their own
naturally carbonated specials, British style. They also have some great seasonals.
Their springtime offering recently was a nicely hopped E.S.B.

As you leave Dix, turn left, head up the street to Robson, then tum left again.
Robson will take you to the heart of down town Vancouver, the main shopping
areas, famous Granville Street, many sushi bars, the Law Courts and City Hall too
as hordes of shoppers, transients, business suits and other denizens make their way
in this busy, urban landscape. Do some shopping, but eventually, you'll want to
make your way a few blocks North and East, to the beginning of Gastown at Water
and Cambie.

5

This is Steam works. Makers of 6 fine ales and lagers, plus

seasonals, purveyors of a stylish menu, a very comfortable large pub, a more upscale
dining room, and a small patio out front Rest, relax and revive with an Empress

IPA or the Ipanena Summer White. When ready, Gastown awaits you.

6

The last stop on our tour takes us to the other end of historic Gastown. Just follow Water Street to where it

becomes Alexander, and there, just across the tracks from the shipyards sits the Alibi Room in an heritage 100 year
old building. This pub does not make their own brews, but features some 19 great taps. Where to start with such a
great variety of beer available? Well, try whatever's on the hand-pump first is my usual rule! If you are lucky, there
will be three rotating casks pouring on any given day. They also have beer from the other brewpubs in Vancouver and
micros from all across the province; Longwood to Mt. Begbie, Howe Sound to Crannog, and most everything in
between. They also have an impressive bottles list, many Belgians, North West U.S. brewers and even Dogfish Head,
if you can't find what you want on tap. This is a very modern pub and with a fabulous very modem pub menu - fresh,
seasonal and ever-changing. The perfect place to end the day a busy day of shopping, walking and drinking your way
around Vancouver. Just remember where you left your car! Or better yet, grab a cab! Cheers!

BEATTY ST

This spot, though not on our walking tour, is a
place not to miss. Chambar is a most excellent
Belgian restaurant and beer bar, with the best
selection of Belgian brews in the city. You can
get 'moules et frites' of course, but all the food
here is top shelf, eclectic and delicious. The staff
are friendly and knowledgable. Chambar is
located on Beatty Street on the edge of Gastown
in an older building, done up in a retro-art deeo
decor, very comfortable. Make reservations, as
this place is packed eve!)' night.
www.chamb3l·.com
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by Brian Read
Opening Balance:
Apr 2/09
6 memberships

$936.05

+$150.00

$1086.05

Apr 2/09
2 drop-in fees

+$20.00

$1106.05

Apr 3/09
Heather Garnshorn (beer)

-$22.36 (cheque 043)

$1083.69

Apr 3/09
Fezz (beer)

-$25.58 (cheque 044)

$1058.11

Apr 3/09
Jake Huzel (beer)

-$27.37 (cheque 045)

$1030.74

Apr 3/09
Clare stanfield (food)

-$34.76 (cheque 046)

$995.98

Apr 4/09
1 yearly membership

+$25.00

$1020.98

Apr 17/09
Darren Bender (labels & beer)

-$65.93 (cheque 047)

$955.05

May 7/09
6 drop-ins

+$60.00

$1015.05

May 7/09
5 yearly memberships

+$125.00

$1140.05

May 7/09
Dave Nuttall (beer)
May 7/09
Brian Read (food)

-$125.00 (cheque 048)
-$6.76 (cheque 049)

"A mind the caliber of
mine cannot
derive its nutriment
from cows. II
George Bernard Shaw

$1015.05

$1008.29

Back in 1996, the grandfather of micro brewing in

off some Wild Rose product for his old work mates to

Canada, John Mitchell, helped design and was the initial

sampLe. I knew that nothing but good could happen by

brewmaster at Howe Sound Brewery. Brewing has a long

bringing beer to a brewery, so I readily accepted. I was

history in the Squamish Valley of Be. Over 100 years ago

not to be disappointed.

the Squamish area was home to the Squamish Valley Hop

I made my way down to Squamish on a beautiful

Farm which provided hops to the British Empire. The area

April afternoon and soon found myself at the end of

was dotted with breweries and hop farms to help quench

Cleveland Avenue where the brewery is tucked away in

the thirsts of all the workers who were busy mining coal

the back of the Howe Sound Inn. A charming and warm

and minerals. Prohibition, wars, and economic changes

wood building in the mostly industrial section of

intervened over the ensuing years until the hop farms and

downtown. As I brought the beer up to the Front desk of

breweries dwindled to just a couple of large generic

the Inn to enquire as to the whereabouts of the brewery

breweries.

portion, I was met by Dave Fenn the owner operator of

John Mitchell was the man who successfully

the Howe Sound operation. When I explained that I was a

lobbied the BC government to allow brewpubs way back

beer enthusiast with the Cowtown Yeast WI'anglers and

in 1980. Other well known Mitchell places are the Troller

that a former employee had asked me to drop off some

Pub Brewery in Horseshoe Bay and Spinnakel'S Pub

Wild Rose product for the brewery staff to sample Dave

Brewery in Victoria. In fact jt was his namesake's beer,

took me back into the brewery where he introduced me to

Father Johns Winter AJe~ that got my attention during a

John Ohler, who is the VP and Manager of Sales and

visit to Vancouver Island in 2008.

Business Development. I had picked a good day to visit,

Back in Calgary I was discussing the merits of this
wonderful winter warmer with a couple of the staff at the

Wild Rose Brewery and it turns out that one of them was
a former employee. When I mentioned that I was going to
make a point to visit Howe Sound on my next ski trip to
Whistler, Rob asked jf] would mind dropping

as they were in the process of getting ready to bottle their
toast to tough times, a beer called Bailout Bittel',

The Howe Sound Brewery is built in the tradition

Howe Sound only bottles in I litre top

of the tower style layout. For those not familiar, that is

stopper bottles. They have moved over to new glass

where the granary is on the third floor, or top level, and

called a combi-cap, that uses a crown seal on them, but

gravity feeds the grain from the mill into the mash tun on

they still include the original style and manually put the

the second level. After boiling and fermentation, the brews

EZ-cap style stoppers on at the end of the line before

are then gravity fed to the basement where the conditioning

putting the bottles into the cases. Dave explained to me

and bright tanks are. While I did see the old style beer hand

that they like the I liter bottles as they are the only

pumps, they did not seem to be utilizing them anymore for

brewer in BC that uses them for all their product,

dispensing at the attached pub/taproom.

therefore it stands out from the crowd on the Liquor store

So it was effto the basement via a spiral staircase
that allows the Brewery staff to get to each level quickly,

shelves.
The Bailout Bitter is an ESB with a bit of a

to see the state-of-the-art bottling line that helps Howe

Pacific- Northwest twist It is more like cross between a

Sound Brewery crank out 10,000 Liters of beer every

smooth IPA and a pilsner style beer than a traditionaJ

week. They have ten to twelve different brands of beer that

Bitter but is very quaffable and, at 5% AVB, makes a

they supply to over 250 different retail locations in

great session beer.

Western Canada and the US. Most, if not all, of these
brews are unfiltered. As you can see in the pictures it is a
large line with automated labeller, sanitizer carousel,
filling carousel, fobbing station; and it even gives the
bottles a final spray rinse and blow dry before the bottles
go to the packing table. With all the pictures and video
taken on the line, it was time to do a quality control test on
the final product so Geordie, the production boss, grabbed
one of the 1 htre bottles off the line for us to test.

Second up was Pilsner Plunge. A Czech style
Pilsner. It is honey yellow with fine bubble willte head.
Lots of nice Saaz hop aroma which was carried over
nicely into the taste. Crisp and clean with a light malt
flavour and a few grassy notes with a little bittemess in
the finish. The perfect beer for sitting on the patio
watching the clouds drift over the mountains, 5% ABV
Next on the list was the Bailout Bittel', which I
covered earlier, so I will move right along to Goode's
With the brewery-tour completed it was time to
investigate some of the other parts of the operation. The
pub is a spacious two storey post and beam construction
room that is full of windows so that you can enjoy the
outstanding views of the surrounding mountains, The
bartenders get to spend their days staring at the
Stawamus Chief, one of Westem Canada's most popular
granite rockclimbing faces. If you prefer to enjoy the
view from the great outdoors, there is a south facing patio
that is nicely sheltered from the wind by a large glass
wall,

The first thing you notice when you sit at the bar is all
the handcrafted mugs that hang behind the bar, a
testament to the number of locals who enjoy fine hand
crafted beers.

Like all good Brewpubs/microbrewers, Howe

Sound has a sampler flight, so I started with one.
First up was the Whitecap Wheat Ale. A classic
Belgian-style wheat beer with a thick white head that
holds up well, and a nice golden colour, The nose is
spicy, citrusy with a nice bit of coriander. The taste is
quite sweet but is tempered nicely by the citrus and
coriander with a nice wheat finish.
13 lBU's, 11.5 PLATO, 4,5% ABV

Highland Scotch Ale. I was sold on this one first taste.
It was dark brown with a beige head and a light hint of
smokiness in the nose. The sweetness of the malt is
nicely tempered by the wann alcohol (6% ABV) and
peaty smokiness that lingers on the fmish. Brewmaster
Fl'anco Como tells me that the smokiness was much
more pronounced when it first came on tap.
A pleasant surprise came up next when] found
out that they still had Father John's Chl'istmas Ale on
tap. I had enjoyed it in bottles, so was looking forward
to tlnaJly getting a taste from the taps. It is copper
coloured with a white head that retreats fairly quickly.
The aroma is a mix of cinnamon, nutmeg, orange and
coriander. This elixir is quite sweet and malty and the
spice hangs in nicely into a long finish. As the beer
warms up the spices seem to blend more and you start to
pick up on other subtle flavours, such as vanilla and
ginger. 17lBU's, 17 PLATO, 7%ABV
Diamond Head Stout rounded out the taps and
finished off the sampling. This Oatmeal Stout took
Bl'onze in 2007 at the NOI'th Arnel'ican Beel' Awal'ds.
Black in colour, with a nice tan head of fine bubbles that
last a considerable time and lace the glass as you drink.
The nose is toasty rich with hints of chocolate and
coffee which passes through to the taste. As it was
creamy with a nice lingering contemplative finish, I
would have no problems consuming the whole litre
myself With that in mjnd, I decided that 1 needed to
return to the Howe Sound Inn on the Easter weekend
for some follow-up drinking, and to sample a couple
more Ales that were not on tap on my first visit.
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f would be remiss if I did not mention the staff in

this article. Everyone f had dealings with in the brewery,
the pub and the Inn seem to really enjoy their jobs. They
all take pride and have a good understanding of the
products and services that they provide. They seem to
enjoy going out of their way to exceed your expectations.
lfyou find yourself in or around Squamish (it is less
than 60 Minutes North of Vancouver), I highly
recommend that you stop by there for first rate beer and
service. Flash your Yeast W.'angle.'s membership card
and, who knows, you may even get a discount.
I left the Howe Sound Inn and Brewery as I
arrived, with beer in hand, the management and staff
were kind enough to supply us with some samples of
their product that we will be showcasing at OUf June
The Howe Sound Inn has 20 homey, well
maintained and clean rooms. The beds are very
comfortable, but the wireless internet was a bit sketchy in
the room that I was in. It quite fine if I went down to the
nice sitting area that looks over the pub. The Howe
Sound Inn has a dining room as well as the Pub, but as
the menu was the same in both I opted for the
Pub when it came to meals. The menu is standard pub

meeting. We will be sampling the following brews:

Ga.'ibaldi Honey Pale Ale, A refreshing, lightly hopped
golden ale brewed with pale and wheat malts and all
natural honey from LiUooet Be. An easy drinking ale
with a moderate malt character and light hop character.
This one won Gold in 2007 at the North American Beer
Awards.
16 IBU's, 12 PLATO, 5.0 % ABY.

glad I did. The quality and presentation of food is as

Rail Ale Nut Brown, a smooth, full-bodied English style
nut brown ale that is extremely flavourful with hints of
chocolate and licorice.
19LBU's, 12.4 PLATO, 5.0% ABV
Mettleman Copper Ale. A malty copper ale brewed
with barley, hemp and honey every spring in recognition
of the "Test of Metal", one of the largest mountain bike

good or better than you can find in some of Vancouver's

races in North America.

trendy and much more expensive restaurants. If you are

1618U's, 13 PLATO, 5.5% ABY.

lucky enough to be there when they have the Crab Cakes

Devil's Elbow India Pale Ale. A strong, heavily hopped
ale with a fruity and assertive hop aroma. This is a classic
fP A that has gained a well deserved following among
hop lovers. 68lBU's, 14.2 PLATO, 6.0% ABV
Father John's Winter Ale. A rich, malty seasonal ale
brewed every fall for the winter months. It is made with
four different malts, Nugget & HalJertau hops, and a
complex blend of spices.
17LBUs, 17 PLATO, 7.0% ABV

fare and, as you would expect, many of the recipes
incorporate beer in them. Appies are $5 - $12, 10 inch
whole wheat pizzas were going for $13 and Mains were
from $10 - $16. They have a daily Blue Plate special at
$9 and on weekends they have the Supper Club special
for $15. This is what I opted for both nights and I was

on I highly recommend them. They are some of the best
that I have ever tasted.

by Neil Bamford
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VI~TAGE

J RESERVE BREWS:

Shiner Kosmos Reserve (? ABV)
This is an aromatic, dry hopped premium lager from
Spoetzi Brewery in Shiner, Texas. It's are-release
of a beer they made a decade ago and a tribute
brew to the man who brought us Shiner BockKosmos Spoetzl. There is a decent hop presence
with some light citric notes, some light malt
sweetness and a mild graininess. Thanks Dennis!
Cooper's Extra Strong Vintage Ale 2008 (7.5%)
From down-under comes this
wonderful bottle-conditioned vintage ale from one of
Australia's best breweries. Fruity aromatics in a big

tasted by fezz
Be Beer scene welcomes anothe'r brewer:

rocky head teases, while a full-bodied &
well-balanced malt-hop array pleases the palate.
Rich and complex.
fezz

Driftwood Brewing Co. Victoria, B.C.
Jason Meyer and Kev,in Hearsum started Driftwood
in 2008 to brew the beers they I,iked best fresh,

Dogfish Head Palo Santo Marron Brown Ale
(12%) Palo Santo Marron poured very dark, almost

lovely selection they offer for a brand new brewer.
Fannhand Ale (5.5%)

opaque with a big espresso colour head that faded
fairly quickly - no lacing. Aroma was caramel malt,
brown sugar with a bit of vanilla , some coffee ,

A Belgian farmhouse Saison that uses a partial
sour-mash and the addition of freshly ground black

alcohol and wet wood, very complex.
Mouth feel is thick, viscous and coating, nice

pepper. Tart malt balanced against a light spiciness.
Blackstone Porter (5.1 %)

burnt coco sweetened with brown sugar. The alcohol
burn is big and warming carrying with it a nice raisin
flavour. The bittering is more from the wood aging

traditional styles, using local ingredients. And what a

This Porter leans toward the dry side, al,so made with
a partial sour mash that lends a subtle tartness to the
bittersweet dark malts.
Brother Bart's Belgian Brown Ale (7.5%)
This is a classic Belgian Dubbel. Spicy phenolics
mingle with aromas of ripe fruit and a rich base note
of caramelized sugar and dark Munich malt. Full of
character.
White Bark Ale (5%)
A traditional unfiltered Belgian-style wheat ale hints
of ground coriander and curacao orange peel.
Wonderful floral aromas, well balanced, long, dry
finish.
Driftwood Ale (5%)
Dry and restrained malt character balanced to allow
hops to shine through. A nicely balanced pale ale
with a fruity nose.

rather than the hops. These complex flavours remind
me more of a Porter than a Brown ale
Palo Santo Marron is unquestionably impressive,
delicious and incredibly rich, this beer is a winner in
my books.
Dave Neilly

Other Brews Found in Be:
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Double Dragon Imperial Red Ale (8.2%)
Philips Brewing Co. Victoria.
Pours big, beautiful red/copper colour, mix of malt and

"m

sweet hop notes, well balanced big beer, long, smooth
finish.

:::0

Moylan's Dragoons Dry Irish Stout (5%)
Moylan's Brewery, Novato, Cailifomia, US

<
-

Pours black, thick tan head, good retention & lacing,
Nice blend of roasted & chocolate malts balanced

m

against some earthy hoppiness, deceptively palatable!

Konings Hoeven Quadrupel Trappist Ale

~

(10%) Brouwerij de Koningshoenen, Netherlands.
This beer will knock your socks off. The only Trappist
brewery in Holland (these guys also make LaTrappe).
Copper coloured with gamet highliights, big malty
nose featuring vanilla, raisin, dark fruit. Full bodied
and not for the faint of heart. Surprizingly smooth,

100 Belgian Beers to
!!:y Before You Die!

hints of chocolate, toffee. Lovely finish.

by Tim Webb & Joris Pattyn

Selkirk Stout (4.5%)
Mt. Begbie Brewing Co. Revelstoke.

Published by CAMRA, this book is an integral

This is a dry Irish style stout, full bodied, well balanced

and necessary part of any beer geeks library.

with a surprise for your palate - cherries. Lovingly

Some of the choices are obvious, some are

intertwined in the chocolate and coffee tones is a

ones you've never even heard of before, nor

subtle injection of cherries, perfectly balanced with the
darker notes of malt.

Brother Thelonius Belgian Style Abbey

would you ever find outside their native
Payottenland.
The authors do a great job presenting each

(9.4%) North Coast Brewing Co.

beer. Listings include ABV, style, packaging,

Ambrosia from Northern Califomia, a smooth
mahogany coloured taste sensation. This dark, strong

whether its exported to UK or US (or not!), plus

ale is rich and robust, bursting with complex flavours

pictures, tasting notes, some history, brewery

and well balanced overtones. Hallelujah!

information and an overall 'verdict'. This is a well

fezz

thought out and intricately conceived labour of
love by obviously well traveled beer hunter
veterans.

BROTHER

THELONIOUS@
belgian
styLe
abbey

ale

All beers are crossed referenced in the back by
name and style. Importers for the US and the
UK are also listed.
There is also a section called 'how to create a
beer cellar'. How cool is that? I know I can find a
few of these beers around town to start my
cellar, but I'll have to travel for the rest!

MN

A fun time was had by all who attended the
2009 Cam,AA Beer Fest held at the Amsterdam
Rhino on May 9th. Event organizer Mike Tessier
has much to be proud of, as the charity event that
raised money for the Burn Unit at the Calgary
Foothills Hospital was packed to the rafters with
beer enthusiasts and curiosity seekers of all kinds.

In between beers and raffle draws, many
escaped the din and excitement of the crowd to
catch their breath by relaxing on the patio. That is,
when it wasn't raining. I do recall past events being
held entirely out on the patio, but with the weather
being so generally questionable in May, that wasn't

r. .
The usual suspects provided some excellent

the case this year.
Some of the best brews in attendance were

brews over the course of the afternoon: Brew

the cask-conditioned ales. The highlights:

Brothers, Wildwood, Brewsters, Tree, Alley Kat

Wildwood's Sour Cherry was a slightly puckering,

and Big Rock. Also in attendeance this year were

thirst quenching summer treat; AUey Kat's

some of the agencies that supply exce'llent

Summer Ale, exhibiting some tasty Saison-like

imported beers to the Calgary marl<et. Some of the

qualities; Brewster's Pale Ale went head-to-head

beers: Lagunitas Hop Stoopid & Pale Ale,

Malheur Bruin, Golden Carolous, Fuller's
Vintage Ale, Hacker Pschorr & Royal Extra
Stout, to name a few. There was even a fine

with Alley Kat's Full Moon Pale Ale, both being
well-balanced, aromatic and delicious cask versions
of their regular brews.
There was a silent auction table featuring a

selection of Single Malt Whiskeys, not just from

5 liter bottle of Alley kat's Olde Deuteronomy

Scotland, but Japan, India and Australia as well.

Barley Wine and a 2 liter bottle of Fin Du Monde
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Boil together:

1 cup lard
1 cup water

Wllile stirring, slowly add the boiling liquid to a bowl
containing:

3 cups flour

from Unibroue (both collecters items) amoungst

I tsp salt

other great items: golf bags, Willow Park event
tickets, etc. Also pitentiful were the raffle ticket

When the mixture is stiff enough to roll out, roll 1/4 inch thick.

prizes, which encouraged everyone to be generous

Sprinkle flour copiously over tbe top surface of the dough, and

for the cause. Prizes included wonderful tulip-style

mold it around the outsides and bottoms of glass jars of

beer glasses from Unibroue & GUillotine, t-shirts,

appropriate size; first coating the jars with a sprinkling of flour to

hats, lots of six packs, beer+glass gift packs.

promote later separation, to a height of 2 - 3 inches.

Basically, everyone went away happy!

Wrap with 3 layers of brown paper around tlie sides, remove the
glass molds, aud chill in. the (efrigerator for at least 2 hours. (A
litlle Scotch tape is h.elpful in attachmg the paper, and it need not
be removed before baking, although it can be.)
Combine:
800 glean grou nd pork

1 tsp white pepper
1 tbsp salt

1/2 cup water
Mix thoroughly and add to the centers oCthe pies, leaving about
1/2 inch below the top for gelatin.
Rbll a thinner (118 inch) cmst for the tops and pinch to the sides,
bonding with a little water, then cur a 1/2 x L!2 inch hole in the

fezz

center.
Bake unt:il the dough is firm and just starts to tum brown (1-3/4 2-1/4 hour), at 350 degrees. After the first SO minutes, remove

the paper,
Cool the pies, then prepare gelatin, according to the instructions
on the package, and pour into the holes in the tops of the pies
until the fluid can be seen.
Cool in the refrigerator to set the gelatin.

Brian Read
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Yeast WRanglers
WRang erg T-Shirts

Yeast WRanglers Glasses
Glasse

ONLY AFEW
AFEW LEFT:

COMING SOON:

Short Sleeve cmv
CTYW T-Shirts @$20 each.

22 oz. Pint Glasses
14
J4 oz. Beer Glasses

comes in black, charcoal ana
and white -various
-various sizes.

Complete with white CIYiW logo

Long Sleeve @25 each, black only --L
L&
&: XL

Approx. $5 per glass

www.yeastwranglers.ca

